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AUDITING STANDARDS DIVISION
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
NOTICE TO PRACTITIONERS

Engagements to Report on Performance Presentation Standards
of the Association for Investment Management and Research

1. The Association for Investment Management and Research
(AIMR) has issued a report containing performance presentation
standards (PPS) for investment managers and advisers to use in
presenting their performance to the public.
The primary
objective of PPS is to create consistency and comparability in
performance reporting. (A copy of the report may be obtained from
the Association for Investment Management and Research, 5 Boards
Head Lane, Charlottesville, VA 22903—Phone 804-977-6600, Fax
804-977-1103.)
2. The PPS address two types of presentations — (1) a
presentation of composites of portfolios or asset classes and (2)
a presentation of performance calculations for portfolios or
asset classes.
The AIMR encourages presenters to engage an
independent party to attest that one or both presentations are in
conformity with PPS. Many CPAs have been requested to attest to
such presentations.
This Notice to Practitioners provides
guidance about performing and reporting on such engagements.

3. The AICPA’s Statement on Standards for Attestation
Engagements No. 1, (SSAE No. 1, AT 100) applies to these
engagements.
SSAE No. 1 provides specific performance and
reporting guidance that practitioners should follow when
attesting to either type of presentation. In applying SSAE No. 1
to PPS engagements, practitioners should consider the matters
discussed in the following paragraphs.
4. SSAE No. 1 requires a written assertion by the party
responsible for the composite or performance calculations. This
requirement is satisfied when the investment manager or adviser
presents either a statement of composites or a statement of
specific performance results (or both). Although an investment
manager or adviser may also present a written report asserting
that they believe the statement(s) conform with AIMR PPS, such a
report is not mandatory because this assertion is implicit in the
statement(s) themselves.

5. When performing an examination of either or both
presentations, the practitioner should use his or her judgment in
determining when sufficient evidence has been obtained to express
an opinion. Although the AIMR report containing the PPS provides
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some suggested "verification” procedures, practitioners should
recognize that such procedures are illustrative and may not be
sufficient to express an opinion.
Practitioners engaged to
perform these examinations are responsible for determining the
appropriate scope of work for an examination level engagement.

6.
When performing an examination of a presentation of
performance calculations (referred to as Level II in the AIMR
report), practitioners should recognize that the PPS for
presentation of performance calculations also require conformity
with the PPS for a presentation of composites (referred to as
Level I in the AIMR report). Thus, an examination of a
presentation of performance calculations requires the
practitioner to examine both the composites and performance
calculations and determine whether they conform with the PPS.

7. When reporting on an examination of either or both
presentations, the practitioner’s report should identify the
appropriate PPS (composite standards, performance calculation
standards, or both) as the criteria against which the opinion is
expressed.
That is, the practitioner’s opinion should state
whether the presentation conforms with the AIMR Performance
Presentation Standards for composites, performance calculations,
or both.
In addition, the investment manager’s or adviser’s
presentation of composites, performance calculations, or both
should include a note containing a description of the criteria.
Such a description should be based on that set forth on pages 36
and 37 of the AIMR report (December 1991).
(See Illustrative
Reports No. 1 in the Appendix.)
8.
If a practitioner is engaged to examine and report only
on a statement of composites but a statement of performance
calculations is also included in the presentation, the
practitioner’s report should indicate that the practitioner was
not engaged to examine the statement of performance calculations
and disclaim an opinion on such a statement. Reporting in this
manner makes clear to report readers that the practitioner is not
expressing an opinion on the performance calculation
presentation. (See Illustrative Report No. 2 in the Appendix.)
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APPENDIX
Illustrative Practitioner Attest Reports
Report Illustration No. 1

Report on Presentation of Composites and Performance Calculations
(Unqualified Opinion)
We have examined the accompanying [identify the presentation of
assertions—for example, Statement of Composites and Statement of
Performance Calculations of XYZ Capital Management for the year
ended December 31, 19X1].
These statements are the
responsibility of the company’s management.
Our examination was
made in accordance with standards established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly,
included such procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.

In our opinion, the [identify the presentation of assertions—for
example, Statement of Composites and Statement of Performance
Calculations of XYZ Capital Management for the year ended
December 31, 19X1] referred to above presents [identify the
assertion--for example, the composites and performance
calculations of XYZ Capital Management] in conformity with the
Performance Presentation Standards of the Association for
Investment Management and Research set forth in Note X.
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APPENDIX A CONTINUED
Report Illustration No. 2

Report When Responsible Party Presents Both a Statement of
Composites and a Statement of Performance Calculations But Prac
titioner Engaged to Examine ONLY the Statement of Composites
We have examined the accompanying [identify the presentation of
assertions —for example, Statement of Composites of XYZ Capital
Management for the year ended December 31, 19X1]. This statement
is the responsibility of the company’s management.
Our
examination was made in accordance with standards established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and,
accordingly, included such procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the [identify the presentation of assertions—for
example, Statement of Composites of XYZ Capital Management for
the year ended December 31, 19X1] referred to above presents
[identify the assertion--for example, the composites of XYZ
Capital Management] in conformity with the Performance
Presentation Standards of the Association for Investment
Management and Research set forth in Note X.
We were not engaged to examine, and did not examine, the
[identify the presentation of assertions not examined--for
example, Statement of Performance Calculations of XYZ Capital
Management] and we do not express an opinion on this statement.

